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Mr. President of Romania,
Your Royal Highness,
Distinguished Presidents,
Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen,

Last spring the Croatian Adriatic coast had a rare visitor - a whale. It kept near
the shore, and experts dived close to it in order to determine its species and, possibly,
find out the reason why it had reached waters where, as a rule, there are no whales.
Some of them found it was infested by parasites and therefore ill, others thought it
was healthy.

After some forty days the whale died. It was pulled out of the sea and dissected.
It was found that it had died of hunger.
It could not take and digest food because of some plastic bags, part of the waste

man is still inconsiderately discarding into the sea.
One whale less. Another living being in nature less.
I thought this episode, although it is related to the Adriatic Sea, might provide

an appropriate introduction to my presentation at this gathering of the highest
representatives of countries of the Carpatho-Danubian region - because the pollution
of the environment is a global problem, and the protection of the environment a global
task. This is why I accepted the invitation to this meeting with gratitude, but also
aware of the fact that the threat to, and destruction of, our environment - plant and
animal life, air and water -  is truly becoming an urgent issue currently facing
humankind. And that makes it a political issue as well.

Not so long ago politicians considered individuals and movements which drew



attention to the need for radical measures focused on the protection of the
environment as a mere nuisance.

Not so long ago people thought that people like His Royal Highness Prince
Philip, Duke of Edinbourgh, pursued activities focused on the protection of the
environment, and of threatened animal species in particular, for mere leisure.

And very recently we have witnessed the unfortunate decision of the leading
country of the modern world to withdraw from a treaty concluded in order to slow
down, at least, and somewhat reduce the pollution of the atmosphere and the fatal
long-term consequences of such pollution.

We represent here only a part of Europe, a small part of our world. But, I am
afraid we shall not achieve anything unless we do something in our own countries and
regions, unless we first - as they say - put our own house in order, without waiting for
others but urging them to join us. This is why I consider this summit welcome and
much-needed.

I am not, course, an expert for the protection of the human environment. I am a
politician. But,  I am also a human being who, just like all of you, wants to enjoy
nature. I want to breathe air without a mask, drink water both from a mountain brook
and from the tap in my apartment, and not
only from a bottle purchased in a shop. I want to eat fish soup such as prepared by the
Danubian fishermen - according to the original recipe - with river water. I remember
the times when all that was possible without any danger, the times when children in
developed countries still knew what cows looked like and did not think that their
colour was purple - because they are only familiar with the cows depicted on the
wrappings of chocolate produced by a major world manufacturer. I would like to
experience such times again, but I would also like my children and the children of my
children to experience them as well.

As I said, I am a politician, the president of one of the countries of Southeast
Europe. The only thing I can do in this capacity is to use every opportunity -
including, of course, meetings like this one - in endeavouring to draw the attention of



public opinion to the need to preserve our environment, to the need for a different
attitude towards it. The citizens of our countries have placed their trust in us, and we
do not only have the right, but also the duty to guide these citizens towards everything
that can enhance the quality of their life - today as well as tomorrow.

We, the politicians, have not only the right but also the duty to create an
atmosphere in which it will first be possible to develop and then to achieve the
required political will for adopting and implementing measures — at the national,
regional and global level - which will stop within a reasonable time the destruction of
nature we are witnessing today.

Mr. President,
Your Royal Highness,
Distinguished Presidents,
Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen,

According to experts, the Danubian-Carpathian Region is unique worldwide in terms
of many of its features. However, experts are also cautioning that some of these
unique features are being seriously threatened, that they are en route to extinction. We
must not allow that to happen. I am well aware of the fact that measures for the
protection of the environment require substantial financial resources, that they require
at least apparently major sacrifice and affect - but again, only apparently - the
development of production and the opening of new jobs.

It would be tragic if we were to give in to such a short-term calculation.
Investments into the protection of the environment and of nature are investments into
our future, into our very existence. Therefore, the withholding of such investments
only jeopardizes our existence. The case is actually very simple. All it takes is
courage and boldness of vision in facing the truth.

Let me add another point. The problems should be addressed globally and not
within the narrow framework of a country or region. This is for each of us the primary
field of our effort, as I have already noted, but we must not stop at that. Neither



should we think that any country, whether a major polluter or a major victim of
pollution of any kind, can enjoy a distinct or isolated status.

Most countries in the Carpatho-Danubian region are not rich countries. We find
it even more difficult to accept high investments into the protection of the
environment because we need funds practically at every step in order to meet
requirements which appear to be more urgent than the preservation of an animal or
plant species, or the prevention of further spreading of a hole in the ozone layer. This
is why we also rightfully count on the support of the international community,
because our achievement in the protection of the environment in our region today will
benefit people worldwide tomorrow.

Nature is indivisible. It cannot be protected or destroyed, regardless of the site
of the source of pollution, only in one part of the world.

Mr. President,
Your Royal Highness,
Distinguished Presidents,
Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen,

On behalf of my country, the Republic of Croatia, I endorse the proposed Declaration.
I believe it is a document which reflects and comprises everything that is not only
realistically possible, at this point in time, but also indispensable. Of course,
additional effort will be required with regard to the mechanisms for promoting and
monitoring its implementation.

On behalf of my country, the Republic of Croatia, I would like to endorse all
efforts - regional and global ones alike - focused on the protection of the human
environment. I would also like to give full credit to all the states which have
addressed the protection of the environment seriously, as well as to all individuals and
organizations that have helped them in the process - and not infrequently compelled
them to address the task seriously.



I look forward to meeting you again in the not too distant future - why not in
my own country, Croatia - and to our establishing, with satisfaction, the achievement
of the first concrete results of the Bucharest Summit. I invite you to support every and
even the smallest initiative focused on the protection of the environment, while
continuing to fight for promoting awareness of this truly global issue, which we also
have to address individually - but which can and must be solved only by all of us.

We are politicians.

Politicians are entitled to mistakes and mistaken assessments. But none of us
are entitled to jeopardize the survival of our species and to tolerate the destruction of
the environment in which it has developed. We have reached the point where this can
neither be neglected nor forgotten.

Failing that, it will be too late -  for nature, but also for the human race.

Thank you!


